Identification of Aim-1 as the underwhite mouse mutant and its transcriptional regulation by MITF.
Animal pigmentation mutants have provided rich models for the identification of genes modulating pathways from melanocyte development to melanoma. One mouse model is the underwhite locus, alleles of which manifest altered pigmentation of both eye and fur, sometimes in an age-dependent fashion. Here we show that the mouse homolog of a recently identified gene whose mutation produces Japanese gold-colored fish, medaka b, maps to the mouse underwhite locus. We identify distinct mutations of this gene, known as Aim-1, in three underwhite mouse alleles and find that structure/function differences correlate with recessive versus dominant inheritance. The human ortholog of AIM-1 was originally identified as a melanocyte-restricted antigen that is recognized by autologous T cells from a patient with melanoma. We also provide evidence that AIM-1 is transcriptionally modulated by MITF, a melanocyte-specific transcription factor essential to pigmentation and a clinical diagnostic marker in human melanoma. Although AIM-1 appears to reside downstream of MITF, chromatin immunoprecipitations do not reveal binding of MITF to a 5'-flanking region containing histone 3 acetylation, indicating that MITF either acts indirectly on AIM-1 or it binds to a remote regulatory sequence. Nevertheless, MITF links AIM-1 expression and the underwhite phenotype to a transcriptional network central to pigmentation in mammals.